Fifth-grade students from W.J. Turner Elementary participate in hands-on learning about nature
during their first "Trails to Nature" field trip to the Nature Center. FWNC&R Staff Photo.

“TRAILS TO NATURE” BENEFITS
FORT WORTH SCHOOL CHILDREN
by Haily Summerford, Friends Executive Director

T

he Friends recently received a $10,000 grant from the Alcon Foundation that is funding a
new education program at the Nature Center. The new program is called “Trails to Nature,”

and fifth-grade students from W.J. Turner Elementary made the program’s inaugural field trip on
December 5.

“Trails to Nature’s immersive, hands-on
approach to scientific exploration is a valuable
complement to classroom STEM curriculum,”
says Melissa Thompson, president, Alcon
Foundation. “We are proud to collaborate with
the Friends of the Fort Worth Nature Center to
bring this outdoor learning experience to Fort
Worth ISD students.”
The Nature Center is one of the largest in the
country at 3,600 acres and more than 20 miles
of trails, with a wide diversity of wildlife. For
many students, a visit there marks their first
“Trails to Nature’s” goal is to provide immersive,
hands-on activities to help students learn more about
STEM subjects. FWNC&R Staff Photo.

encounter with the natural world. Guided by
experienced outdoor educators, students have
the opportunity to be amazed and inspired by

the diverse birds and other wildlife found within the Refuge. This hands-on outdoor experience
delivers multiple benefits, from improved academic performance to reduced stress, improved
attentiveness, more creative play, and better motor coordination. By getting to know and
appreciate nature, students acquire new confidence and a stronger sense of place.
Thanks to the support of the Alcon Foundation, the Friends and the Fort Worth Nature Center &
Refuge staff developed an integrated curriculum of science, technology, engineering and math
that fulfills the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) standards and aligns with the
State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) test.
The Friends are very grateful to the Alcon Foundation for supporting this new program that will
benefit Fort Worth school children. Because this customized program will directly serve the
academic needs of students by correlating to the TEKS standards, we believe that ‘Trails to
Nature’ will change the way school districts think of field trips.

